
Cords 

Custom tailored with a range of 

creative shape and finish choices 



Industrial retro design 
Design your own Cords filament luminaire. Choose a single filament bulb with cord or 

combine several with different options for size, color, texture and vintage bulbs, you can 

perfectly match everything with your project style.  

Surprisingly adaptable 

Choose a single filament bulb with cord, combine 

several or turn things upside down and create a led 

filament table lamp. With different options for size, 

color, texture, and vintage bulbs, you can perfectly 

match everything to your project interior.



Create an atmospheric 
spotlight

Edison already captured the romance of a 

single, lit candle in his original design for the 

filament light bulbs of the future. Influenced 

by this, with the Cords filaments line a softly 

glowing carbon filament Edison bulb is 

replaced with a modern, dimmable LED light 

bulb creating an authentic feel and soft 

white glow of vintage light bulbs yet adds a 

sustainable character.

Highlight the space with style 

The industrial design of a retro light bulb 

contrasts beautifully with the natural shapes 

and colors of wood. It brings life to steel and 

adds a warm, natural glow to a concrete floor 

or wall. Lighting is much more than a function-

al part of the room: with the decorative energy 

of filament lighting, you tastefully unify your 

vision and interior.

For the most suitable  
decorative effect and the 
most healthy light effect 
please see below our advised 
Philips bulbs

T

*Not all of the bulbs can be ordered from our website, for purchasing them please find your local distributor 
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